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Genetically Modified Crops � Exemption Order � Adjournment Debate 

HON ANTHONY FELS (Agricultural) [4.47 pm]: I wish to make a couple of comments about the debate we 
had today on the disallowance motion related to genetically modified crops, and issues subsequent to that. In 
particular, I understand that the Minister for Agriculture and Food has decided to re-issue the same exemption 
order that was disallowed today. I was a little surprised by that, although, technically, I guess he can do that. We 
are therefore back where we started before we had the debate today 

Hon Brian Ellis: Didn�t you know that? 

Hon ANTHONY FELS: I know now that he has done that. I just wish to express my surprise and 
disappointment that he � 

Hon Kim Chance: Say �illegal�. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon ANTHONY FELS: The problem we have is the problem that we had before we voted today in favour of 
the disallowance motion; that is, there is a bit of a legal cloud hanging over the minister�s ability to make this 
exemption order and whether it complies with the Genetically Modified Crops Free Areas Act. When this issue 
first arose, I was contacted by email by many people, as I guess most members would have been, seeking my 
support for the disallowance motion. I alerted a number of people who I knew were strongly of the pro-GM 
lobby to the possible outcome of the motion. I guess in that process there was a bit of a shoot-the-messenger 
attitude by some members of that lobby. Nevertheless, I tried to make the political process pretty clear to them, 
as well as the problem that can occur if we do not deal with it. If these crops are planted between now and 
21 May, which they most likely will be even though that disallowance has been passed, I assume a subsequent 
disallowance motion will be moved and it will go down the same pathway. At some time, those trials will 
become unlawful, whether it be for 10 seconds, a day or until the minister exempts it again. I wonder what the 
usefulness of that process is when the Parliament has already disallowed something the executive has done. I 
expect that it should be complied with to some extent.  

I wrote to the minister last Friday after having a number of other discussions with him in his office on the issue, 
and pointed out what I saw as a potential problem. I will read that letter for the record. I was hoping to finish the 
debate earlier to contribute to debate on the Treasurer�s Advance Authorisation Bill. My letter reads � 

Dear Minister  

Further to our previous discussions, I have grave concerns over the proposed trials planned for this year.  

It appears almost certain that the disallowance motion proposed by Hon Paul Llewellyn will be passed, 
and this is likely to delay any trial at all in 2009.  

Can I suggest that you may wish to reconsider your original exemption for the proposed 1,000ha trials 
in 2009, and instead agree to allow the three sites at the Department of Agriculture to conduct small 
scale trials which would comply with the Act.  

This would ensure farmers can consider the latest �independent� trial in Western Australia of the 
benefits available from this technology.  

I am satisfied from the discussions that I have had with you, the staff of the Department of Agriculture, 
and every agronomist that I have spoken to, that the issue of segregation at CBH has been satisfactorily 
trialled in the past, and I don�t expect that the trials proposed for this year will prove anything that is not 
already known.  

I also have grave concerns that the exemptions that you have announced are ultra viries to the Act, 
given that they are for commercial sized trials, and that the farmers involved are purchasing the seed, 
fertiliser and chemicals, paying for all inputs, and delivering the production for sale, where they will 
receive the proceeds from those sales. To me this is very clear for commercial production, and runs the 
risk of messy litigation being commenced against growers and possibly the government, by those well 
organised opponents of GMO technology.  

Given that both the National Party & Liberal Party are committed to introduce GMO into Western 
Australia, I support the performance trials of GM technology against the TT and conventional varieties 
presently available in WA, in 2009, before you proceed with a full blown release of GM Canola  

This can occur just as quickly as if you were to proceed with the commercial trials this year, which I 
have grave concerns about their ultimate completion. 
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I urge you to urgently withdraw the exemption that you have given, and instead allow for small scale 
trials at government owned and controlled sites, in 2009.  

Yours faithfully 

Anthony Fels 

I seek leave to table that letter. 

Leave granted. [See paper 692.] 

Hon ANTHONY FELS: I urge the minister to reconsider the process he has adopted in dealing with this 
because of the potential problems that it will cause. 

Hon Bruce Donaldson: We have a mandate, you know.  

Hon ANTHONY FELS: The government might have a mandate. 

Hon Bruce Donaldson interjected. 

Hon ANTHONY FELS: Therefore, he will have the opportunity to repeal the act and open it right up. It is up to 
the government to do that. 

If the government feels it has a mandate for commercial trials of GM, it should go right ahead with them. I do 
not have a problem with that because the trials and everything done in agriculture will comply with the law and 
there will not be any problem.  

The other issue of course is that, even after 22 May when the government has a majority in the upper house, and 
therefore can survive a disallowance motion here, there is nothing to prevent a disallowance being moved in the 
other place.  

This is an issue that will not be resolved quickly by the toing and froing that we have seen today on this issue 
and the minister acting contrary to the disallowance. I urge the minister to reconsider the proposed trials this year 
and, to ensure that some trial occurs this year, he urgently consider giving an exemption to the Department of 
Agriculture and Food�s sites, particularly at Esperance, Geraldton and Wongan Hills, for the purpose of field 
trials at those locations. 
 


